A polar ring galaxy has a ring or disk of dust, gas and stars orbiting almost over the pole of a central early-type galaxy. Measuring orbital speeds in the ring and the central object thus probes two roughly perpendicular planes. This can give a sensitive indication of how attened the galactic mass distribution, which includes the unseen halo, must be. If the dark halos of polar ring systems are typical, the dark halos of galaxies range from nearly round, to being so at that they approach the boundary of dynamical stability.
Introduction
Polar ring systems are`multi-spin galaxies' (Rubin 1994) ; they represent galaxy mergers that have not been completed, or examples of late galaxy formation through delayed infall. The outer gas-rich material appears to be a recent acquisition; it shares neither the rotation nor the symmetry axis of the inner galaxy. This is generally an S0 or an elliptical, that contains little gas, and consists largely of old stars. Whitmore et al. (1990; PRC) used photographic survey plates to compile a Polar Ring Catalog listing over 100 polar ring galaxies and related objects. Polar rings are not common; the PRC estimates their frequency as < 0:5% of all S0 galaxies. Figure 1 shows the polar ring around UGC 7576. Typically for objects in the PRC, it is seen edge-on; a polar ring is essentially an`upended' lowsurface-brightness disk, so face-on examples would easily be missed in surveys. The stellar ring is very at, and extends less far in radius than the Hi gas. That gas lies entirely in the polar structure, and continues beyond 10 scale lengths of the inner disk, with the rotation speed remaining almost constant. This indicates that the galaxy has an extended dark halo. This is typical of polar ring galaxies (Schweizer et al. 1983 , van Gorkom et al. 1987 ). Since these systems include material orbiting in two very di erent planes, they allow us to probe the three-dimensional shape of the mass distribution.
The best information on how the dark halos of galaxies deviate from axisymmetry in the equatorial or disk plane comes from looking at orbits in that plane: see Sackett (1999) , and papers here by Merri eld and van der Marel. The dynamics of polar rings are comparatively insensitive to such distortions, unless they are locked into a resonance (e.g. Arnaboldi & Sparke 1994 
the density (R; z) is roughly constant within the core radius r H , while the equal-density contours are ellipsoids with axis ratio c=a. The surfaces of equal gravitational potential are generally less attened than the equidensity surfaces; the ellipticity 1 ? c=a =3. The gravitational potential of the galaxy is the sum of the halo potential and that of the visible matter, in stars and gas; we can use the orbits in the polar plane to estimate how far from round the entire mass distribution could be.
Comparing Equatorial and Polar Rotation Curves
If the potential of a galaxy is spherical, then the orbital speed at a given radius is the same for orbits in all orientations. The equatorial rotation curve of the central body, measured using stellar absorption lines, should match that in the polar ring. But when the mass distribution is attened towards the equator of the central stellar body, then the polar gas will follow oval orbits. When the non-axisymmetric part of the gravitational potential falls o more slowly with radius than r ?2 , epicyclic analysis (e.g. Eq. 3-120 of Binney & Tremaine 1987 | thanks to Agris Kalnajs for pointing out this general condition) shows that the orbits are elongated perpendicular to the inner galaxiy, and gas moves most slowly when highest above the equator. The polar rotation curve then falls below that in the disk. Correcting for asymmetric drift in the stellar disk, they derived circular speeds signi cantly higher than at the same galactocentric radius in the polar ring. They tted both polar and equatorial rotation curves by a model combining a`maximum disk' assumption for the visible stars of the S0 (yielding M=L B 2), a reasonable guess at the ring mass, and a halo described by Eq. 1. This required c=a 0:3 ? 0:4; the dark halo has the attening of an E6 or E7 galaxy, which is close to the limit of stability for a gravitating system (e.g. Merritt & Sellwood 1994) .
However, the mass in the ring itself can change the polar rotation curve substantially. Sackett & Sparke (1990) pointed out that a model placing almost four times as much mass in the ring as in the central galaxy could t the observed rotation; no dark halo was needed. Pfenniger et al. (1994) and Gerhard & Silk (1996) have suggested that the dark matter in galaxies is molecular gas, broadly following the distribution of the Hi gas. Combes & Arnaboldi (1996) , using the new Hi maps of Arnaboldi et al. (1997) , investigated a`heavy ring' model for NGC 4650A, that had (dark) / (Hi), together with a spherical halo of large core radius (r H = 8 kpc). This model could inded explain the observed velocities, although they were forced to take M=L B 4 for stars in the S0 galaxy and M=L B 5 for the ring, which is high for such a blue and presumably fairly youthful system ).
Using the two-dimensional velocity eld in the ring
If the ring is far enough from edge-on, we can map the two-dimensional velocity eld of gas within it. The velocity eld carries far more information than the polar rotation curve alone, and can constrain the galaxy's attening independently of the equatorial rotation curve. Just as in the disks of spiral galaxies showing an oval distortion, the velocity contours are distorted. The kinematic major axis (along which the rotation is maximal) no longer lies perpendicular to the kinematic minor axis, where the velocity is zero: see Sancisi et al. (1979) , and Fig. 2 of Sackett (1991).
Sackett & Pogge (1995) performed such a test, using an H velocity eld for the polar ring A0136-0801, measured with a Fabry-Perot system. They showed that a wide variety of halo shapes could yield velocity elds in agreement with the observations. But simultaneously tting the distribution of emission required the gas to follow oval orbits, corresponding to a dark halo with c=a 0:5. Any dark matter residing in the polar ring itself would tend to make the gas orbits more circular, so this is a lower limit on the halo's attening.
In the Hi maps of NGC 5122, the zero-velocity contour is visibly skewed, suggesting a attening c=a 0:7 for the overall potential (Cox & Sparke 1996) . Unfortunately, Hi velocity elds generally have too little spatial resolution to be suitable for this analysis. Using a Fabry-Perot system to measure optical emission lines yields better resolution. However, the patchier distribution of emitting gas means that parts of the velocity eld may be missing, and these data have the reputation of being endishly di cult to reduce.
Flattening inferred from precessing rings
The ring in Figure 1 is misaligned by about 15 with the apparent minor axis of the central body. This is typical of objects in the PRC; most lie within 20 of the apparent minor axis of the central galaxy (Whitmore 1984 (Whitmore , 1991 . The inclined orbits of the ring material will tend to precess in the galaxy's gravitational eld. Orbital times are longer at larger radii, so precession will be fastest at the inner edge of the ring, and a twist should develop. Hence the untwisted ring of UGC 7576 is either very young, or has been stabilized in some way. Self-gravity in the ring can counter the twisting (Sparke 1986 ). Sparke (1991) presents a model showing that this ring has enough mass to hold itself together if the dark halo is spherical, or nearly so. The radial distribution of polar material strongly in uences its gravitational stability; unfortunately, this is di cult to measure in a near-edge-on ring. So these models provide little information on the halo attening.
Models of twisted polar rings, where self-gravity has been insu cient to prevent precession, give better constraints on the halo shape. SteimanCameron et al. (1992) showed that the complex dust lanes in the S0 galaxy NGC 4753 (PRC D-23) could be well reproduced by starting with an initially inclined, planar, disk, and allowing it to twist in a mass distribution given by Eq. 1 with r H 0. The timescale is set by requiring that the smoothly- distributed material at the outer edge of the disk has completed one or two orbits while the twisting took place; this implies c=a > 0:85 for the galaxy as a whole. The total gravitational potential, and hence the dark halo, must be signi cantly rounder than the stellar distribution.
The galaxy NGC 3718, classi ed Sa, has a warped and twisted disk of gas and stars, highly inclined to the inner stellar body. A peculiar symmetric dust lane running across the main stellar disk indicates where the gas disk turns nearly edge-on to our line of sight; concentrations of gas, dust and stars in the`spiral arms' show the pattern of twisting. The Hi kinematics indicate a complex bisymmetric structure, with multiple velocity peaks where our line of sight passes more than once through the twisted disk (Schwarz 1985 ; van Moorsel, Schwarz & Sparke 2002 , in preparation). Fig. 2 shows a tilted-ring t to the Hi data cube of van Moorsel et al.. The gas is assumed to follow circular orbits, that twist roughly 120 in position angle between radii of 30 00 and 500 00 , warping through edge-on to our line of sight. As in other polar rings, the gas in the twisted disk maintains roughly a constant orbital speed, about 250 km s ?1 at all radii.
Because dust in the polar structure partially obscures it, we cannot deter- We can make a crude mass model for this galay by using Peletier & Willner's (1993) near-infrared photometry. In the H band, roughly 60% of the light comes from an exponential disk of scale length h R = 27 00 ; the remainder is in a central bulge. Fig. 4 shows the rotation curve used in the tilted-ring t, compared to that for the model disk and bulge, plus a spherical halo with core r H = 150 00 and rotation speed V H = 300 km s ?1 at large radii. This model was chosen to place the maximum mass in the visible components; these have M=L B 5. The lower panel shows how much a planar disk of gas, initially tilted 80 to the galaxy pole, would precess in the time required for one orbit of the gas at radius 500 00 . Even with a spherical halo, the model disk reaches 120 twist at r 50 00 . A substantially attened dark halo would cause even stronger di erential precession.
Thus it appears that some galaxies have strongly oblate dark halos, as in NGC 4650A and A0136-0801, while in NGC 3718 and NGC 4753, the halo is Model curves correspond to M disk = 7 10 10 M , and a Plummer bulge with a P = 10 00 and M bulge = 2 10 10 M . The bulge is given less than 40% of the mass, to minimize the inner peak in rotation. Below, expected precessional twisting between radius r and gas at 500 00 , during one orbital period of this outermost gas.
quite round. To some extent, this follows from observational selection: in a system with a attened halo, a gas disk like those in NGC 3718 and NGC 4753 would rapidly be twisted beyond recognition. However, the dark halos of galaxies seem to be more diverse than many theorists would prefer.
